Curator perspective on Fluidata
For many of us, the act of walking is one of a utilitarian and predetermined objective,
involving the disciplined transit from one point to another in the most efficient manner
possible. Indeed our desire for efficiency and speed in going about our daily business
has made walking a secondary form of transport, reserved for short distances and necessity. Any obstruction or deviation that disrupts the ongoing momentum of this kind of
pragmatic walking becomes a point of frustration, a wall that blocks a need for constant
onward movement to the point of arrival at a destination. Here, the destination is the sole
focus and it leaves little room for divergence, curiosity or an experience of discovery. The
intentional walker is thus absent from the world as they focus solely on the purpose and
direction of their goal, with no need or time to look where they are going.
By a way of contrast, to meander suggests moving aimlessly without a fixed direction.
The walker that meanders has no specific goal, no predestined end to their journey, or
instruction on how to achieve it. As such, the meanderer must be present and aware of
their surroundings, becoming moving and intent observers within the landscape, be they
natural or urban. In this kind of walking there is a direct physical and aesthetic engagement with one’s surrounding environment as well as the possibility for an increased introspective awareness of one’s own body as it meaningfully undertakes a task that is generally automatic and unconscious.
These opposing modes of walking are explored in Fluidata. Using the concept of the
straight line, likened to a modern idea of a fast-paced, hurried lifestyle, and the mentality
of getting there “straight from A to B” vs the meander, where the aim is to slow down and
to look more closely, the collaborative pair, Igneous, use walking as a medium to unpack
the narrative and politics of the landscape. On a trip across Queensland over a period of
56 days and 7,500km, the pair crossed 663 waterways in places as diverse as tropical
Cairns, outback Cloncurry, remote Longreach, lush Carnarvon Gorge, and to mining towns
like Blackwater and Miles. At these sites Igneous confronted the extremes of the Australian landscape and explored the waterways by walking them.
Throughout the process of making this work, Cunningham is seen on frame in the role of
the walker and applied his ongoing performative focus on exploring slowness, stillness
and silence to the waterways and creek beds of Outback Queensland. While we do not
see Fuks in much of the footage, she too undertook these walks and actions, her journey
evident in much of the captured images and footage present in this exhibition. Reminiscent of the groundbreaking experimental sound work of John Cage in the 1950’s and
60’s, Igneous attempts to heighten their awareness of and follow the ambient rhythms of
the environment by going slowly, to make minimal movements that are grounded in the
intricate details of the landscape over an extended period of time. Walking in this way
becomes a symbolic gesture, a way to absorb the memories, movements and scars of the

landscape, as well as a purely physical process of sensorial attention and endurance. Importantly this process is ephemeral and leaves no lasting physical trace, becoming another memory within the historical and ongoing shaping of the land by environmental and
historical forces.
It is these forces that are paramount in the political understanding of these walks, which
link to Igneous’ aim to bring awareness of environmental and ideological issues concerning water linked to climate change, environmental activism and sustainability. This is of
course a much contested and vital area of debate in Australia where ongoing and radically changing weather patterns exacerbated by the impact of an ever expanded man made
environment and the impact of primary industry have contributed to an extended history
of water crisis; drought, flooding, decrease in water tables. Their project Waterwheel has
since 2011 provided an interactive and collaborative platform for sharing media, knowledge, ideas, performances and presentation about or inspired by water.
Although only Igneous experiences the walks themselves, their journeys are documented in minute detail by the pair through photography, video and GPS data collection and
it is through the immersion within of this documentation that the audience is invited to
share in the walking experience. Within Igneous’ collaboration, the use of technology to
transpose the lived experience of the body into something that can be engaged with by a
dispersed audience has been critical to the presentation of their work. A range of mobile
devices were used as an extension of both Fuks and Cunningham’s eye to witness and
absorb the experiences of their walking, from images that highlight the immense detail
of the landscape and capture its unique physical presence, to tracking the progress of
their journey via GPS, displayed in the exhibition as vast text and graphical animations.
In these images we glimpse in particular Fuks interest in the contrasts and extremes of
water “things are entangled there; the fluidity, stripes and rhythms make links between
the graphic, choreographic, musical and cinematic forms”.
All of these forms are present in the exhibition, which has been designed to provide the
audience with a range of bodily experiences of the translated landscape within the artificial environment of the gallery space. The audience is able to activate the content of Fluidata with their own movements and to become aware of how they move, see and hear.
The invitation is to take time with the work, to find a resonance between the body and
the various technologies and modes of interaction present. This is not a one-glance show,
to fully experience its depth and detail, one must commit to the meander.
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